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We prove a lower bound on the ground state eigenfunction of the Dirichlet
Laplacian for horn-shaped and cusped domains. The novelty of the method is that
for horn-shaped domains it implies a new result for dimension two, and more
importantly, is valid for higher dimensions. Moreover, the same technique applies
just as easily to cusps. Finally, we construct an example to show that the estimates
are sharp. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
There has long been interest in properties of the ground state eigen-
function f of the Dirichlet Laplacian on various domains V ; RN. As
w xshown by Davies and Simon 10 , there is a certain class of domains for
which the heat semigroup is ``intrinsically ultracontractive.'' For a domain
to enjoy this property, it suffices that the ground state eigenfunction satisfy
certain exponential decay estimates. In return, one obtains that all the
other eigenfunctions and the heat kernel itself have bounds in terms of f.
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In addition, control of f also has implications for the Green's function.
Quite often, precise estimates of f can be made in terms of the geometry
of the domain and so the results are easy to apply in practice. Partly
because of this, the notion of intrinsic ultracontractivity has come to play
an important role in the study of Schrodinger operators and second orderÈ
elliptic operators. Intrinsic ultracontractivity is also closely related to the
parabolic boundary Harnack principle and to the lifetime of conditioned
w xbrownian motion. For more details we refer the reader to 1, 6 .
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First of all, in Theorem 1 we
establish sharp lower bounds on f for a class of rotationally symmetric
horn-shaped domains. For N G 3 this result is new, and for N s 2, the
w xestimate improves a result of Banuelos and Davis in certain cases 4, 5 . InÄ
fact, the initial motivation for this work originated in the search for a
w xmethod to prove estimates for N G 3; although the methods of 4, 5 , and
w xmore recently 2 , produce sharp results, they rely on methods from
conformal analysis. Out of our approach, one sees that the bound in
Theorem 1 can easily be transferred to a simple outward cusp. This is the
content of Theorem 2. The novelty of this result is that one now has
estimates on a domain which contains a boundary point that is not
non-tangentially accessible. Later in this introduction we outline how
Theorem 2 and the maximum principle can be used to give estimates for
arbitrary domains with outward cusps. Theorem 3 and its Corollary justify
our claims that Theorems 1 and 2 are sharp. The results in this paper are
w xthose announced in 12, 13 .
We now discuss the results in greater detail. Throughout the paper our
horn-shaped domains are defined as
Ny1 < <D s x , y g R = R : x ) 0, y - r x , 1.1 4 .  .  .r
w .  .where it is assumed that r : 0, ` ª 0, ` satisfies
 .  .A1 r x x0 as x ª `
 . w . < X . <A2 r is differentiable on 0, ` and r x x0 as x ª `.
 .Assumption A2 is essential as the proof is based on a sequence of
overlapping cones in D ; if r wiggles its way to zero these cones do notr
remain inside the horn.
We let yD denote the Dirichlet Laplacian for whatever domain is
currently under discussion and g is the ground state eigenvalue of the unit
ball in RNy1.
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THEOREM 1. For a horn-shaped region D , the following lower bound onr
the ground state eigenfunction holds:
 .i If N G 3, then there exists c G 1 such that for all x G 1,
X
x xdt N r t .y1 ’f x , 0 G c exp y g q y 1 dt . H H / r t 2 r t .  .1 1
2X
x r t .
qO dt .H 5 /r t .1
 .ii If N s 2, then there exists c G 1 such that for all x G 1
2X
x xp dt p r t .y1f x , 0 G c exp y y dt . H H 2 r t 6 r t .  .1 1
4 8X X
x xp r t r t .  .
q dt q O dt .H H 5 /48 r t r t .  .1 1
w x w .  .We recall that Banuelos and Davis 4, 5 proved that if r : 0, ` ª 0, `Ä
 . 5 X 5is a differentiable decreasing function satisfying A1 and r - `, then`
for N s 2 there exists c G 1 such that for all x G 1
2X
x xp dt p r t .y1f x , 0 G c exp y y dt . . H H 52 r t 6 r t .  .1 1
 .On the surface, it appears that Theorem 1 is sharper as soon as A2 is
satisfied. However, this is only the case for r that additionally satisfy
4X
` r t .
dt s `. 1.2 .H
r t .1
In Theorem 3 we will show that such functions do exist.
Before presenting Theorem 2, we introduce the necessary assumptions
and notation. We define a cusped domain
Ny1 < <V s x , y g R = R : 0 - x - 1, y - n x , 1.3 4 .  .  .n
 x  .where it is assumed that n : 0, 1 ª 0, ` is a strictly increasing differen-
tiable function satisfying
 .  .B1 lim n x s 0x x 0
 . < X . <B2 n x x0 as xx0.
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THEOREM 2. For a cusped domain V the following lower bound on then
ground state eigenfunction holds:
 .  .i If N G 3, then there exists c G 1 such that for all x g 0, 1r2 ,
Xdt N n t .1r2 1r2y1 ’f x , 0 G c exp y g q y 1 dt . H H / n t 2 n t .  .x x
2Xn t .1r2
qO dt .H 5 /n t .x
 .  .ii If N s 2, then there exists c G 1 such that for all x g 0, 1r2
2Xp dt p n t .1r2 1r2y1f x , 0 G c exp y y dt . H H 2 n t 6 n t .  .x x
4 8X Xp n t n t .  .1r2 1r2
q dt q O dt .H H 5 /48 n t n t .  .x x
We now discuss how the estimate of Theorem 2 can be applied to
arbitrary domains with cusps. First, let V be a domain satisfying an
internal cone condition and let j be a boundary point of V. Given a
positive harmonic function h with zero boundary value in a neighborhood
of j , we wish to obtain a lower bound for h near j . A standard way to
accomplish this is to fix a cone K : V with vertex j and a positive
harmonic function h defined on K that has zero boundary value in aK
neighborhood of j . The maximum principle then implies that
h x G ch x , ; x g K . 1.4 .  .  .K
Since the decay rate of h near j can be computed precisely by separationK
 .of variables, 1.4 gives an explicit lower bound for h near j . Now if we
remove the assumption that V satisfies an interior cone condition and
suppose that j is not non-tangentially accessible, we can still obtain a
lower bound for h near j : simply replace the cone with a cusp of the type
discussed in Theorem 2. The explicit lower bound is then given by
 .  .Theorem 2 i and ii .
As we mentioned in the discussion after Theorem 1, it is not immedi-
 .  .  .ately clear that there exist functions satisfying A1 , A2 , and 1.2 .
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THEOREM 3. For any 1 F r F 4, there exists a bounded, positi¨ e, differ-
w .  .  .entiable function f on 1, ` that satisfies A1 , A2 , and
rX
` f t .
dt s `.H f t .1
Moreover, Theorem 3 shows that Theorem 1 is sharp. For example, by
 .rearranging ii we have that for all x G 1,
2Xx xexp y pr2 H dtrr t y pr6 H r t rr t dt .  .  .  .  . .  . 51 1
0 F
f x , 0 .
4X
xp r t .
F c exp y dt .H 548 r t .1
 .In the case where 1.2 holds, we have a precise estimate for the decay rate
as x ª `. The following result is the analogue for Theorem 3:
COROLLARY 1. For any 1 F r F 4, there exists a bounded, positi¨ e,
 .  .  .differentiable function n on 0, 1 satisfying B1 , B2 , and
rXn t .1r2
dt s `. 1.5 .H
n t .0
We mention some recent work related to the results we present here.
w xBanuelos and van den Berg 3 have obtained lower bounds for the groundÄ
state eigenfunctions of a class of horn-shaped regions in RN, N G 2.
w xHowever, the regions studied here and in 3 do not contain each other.
But for certain horn-shaped regions in the overlap of these two classes
  . ya .e.g., r x s x , a sufficiently large , Theorem 1 gives a better lower
w xbound than the corresponding result in 3 . However, the lower bound of
Banuelos and van den Berg can be applied to certain horns which are notÄ
rotationally symmetric with respect to the x-axis.
w xThe paper of Cranston and Li 7 studies these problems from a more
general viewpoint. In particular, they determine bounds for the first
eigenfunction on rotationally asymmetric twisted horns corresponding to
 .  .the second order elliptic operator L s D q a x, y ­ q b x, y = qx y
 .h x, y . However, when specialized to the cases considered here, their
results are not as sharp. Moreover, in their discussion of the rotationally
4  .  wsymmetric case, they assume r g C and that 1.2 does not hold see 7,
x.3.2 . Nonetheless, the significance of their work is that results in the spirit
of this paper hold in greater generality.
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The remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we present some
lemmas required for the proof of Theorem 1, which is proved in Section 3.
The proofs of Theorem 3 and its Corollary comprise Section 4.
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
 .In this section we let b g 0, pr2 and let yD G 0 be the Laplace]b
Beltrami operator defined on the geodesic ball
Nx , x , . . . , x g R : x , . . . , x s 1, cos b - x .  . 41 2 N 1 N 1
of the unit sphere S Ny1. We let E be the ground state eigenvalue of yDb b
and f ) 0 be its corresponding eigenfunction. Then f is a function ofb b
u s cosy1 x .1
only and satisfies
fY q N y 2 cot u fX q E f s 0, 0 - u - b .  .b b b b
2.1 .X f b s f 0 s 0. .  .b b
 .Without loss of generality we shall assume that f 0 s 1. Putb
c t s f b t , 0 F t F 1. .  .b b
 .Then 2.1 is equivalent to
d dc¡ by1ya t a t s l c t , 0 - t - 1 .  .  .b b b b /~ dt dt 2.2 .
X¢c 0 s c 1 s 0, .  .b b
where l s b 2E andb b
a t s b 2yN sinNy2 b t , 0 F t F 1. .  .b
We note that there exists c G 1 such that1
cy1 t Ny2 F a t F c t Ny2 , 0 F t F 1 2.3 .  .1 b 1
 .  .for all b g 0, pr2 . For each b g 0, pr2 we let H G 0 be the self-ad-b
2 .  . .  .joint operator in L 0, 1 , a t dt associated with 2.2 and for 0 - t - 1,b
let
1 y1u t s y a t dt . 2.4 .  .  .Hb b
t
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We note that for N s 2
d2 p 2 p t
a t ' 1, H s y , l s , c t s cos .  .b b b b2  /4 2dt
 .for all b g 0, pr2 . In particular, H is independent of b.b
For the rest of this section, c and c , i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , will denote con-i
stants greater than 1 and may depend only on N.
LEMMA 2.1.
 . 2 .  . .i For all f g L 0, 1 , a t dt we ha¨eb
t ty1H f t s a t u t f t dt y u t a t f t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  . . H Hb b b b b
1r2 0
1
y a t u t f t dt . 2.5 .  .  .  .H b b
1r2
 .  .ii There exists c G 1 such that if b , b g 0, pr2 , then1 2
5 y1 y1 5 < < 5 5 `H f y H f F c b y b f , f g L 0, 1 . 2.6 .  .` `b b 1 21 2
Proof.
 . ` . 2 .  . .  .i For f g L 0, 1 : L 0, 1 , a t dt , 2.5 can be checked byb
differentiating the right side. The result now follows since the right side of
 . 2 .  . . ` .2.5 defines a bounded operator on L 0, 1 , a t dt and L 0, 1 isb
2 .  . .dense in L 0, 1 , a t dt .b
 .  .  .  .ii Inequality 2.6 is a consequence of 2.4 , 2.5 , and the estimate
2yN Ny2 2yN Ny2a t y a t s b sin b t y b sin b t .  .  .  .b b 1 1 2 21 2
i i` `y1 y1 .  .
Ny2 2 i 2 i 2 i 2 iF ct b t y b t 1 22 i q 1 ! 2 i q 1 ! .  .is0 is0
` 2 it
Ny2 2 i 2 i< <F ct b y b 1 22 i q 1 ! .is1
` 2 i 2 it p
Ny2 < <F ct b y b 1 2 /2 i ! 2 .is1
N < <F ct b y b .1 2
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We now wish to show that H is ultracontractive with norm independentb
of b :
LEMMA 2.2. There exists c G 1 such that
5 yHb t 5 2 ` ym ax1 , Ny1.r44e F ct , 0 - t - 1 2.7 .L 0 , 1. , a  t . dt .ª Lb
for all 0 - b - pr2.
The proof requires special care since we are not working directly with
Dirichlet boundary conditions; the natural form core for H isb
1 2X X`f g C 0, 1 : f 0 s f 1 s 0, a t f t dt - ` . .  .  .  .  .H b 5
0
` .Nonetheless, for N G 4 it is easy to check that C 0, 1 is dense in thisc
natural form core and thus we may apply the following result of Davies
that applies to self-adjoint operators corresponding to the closures of the
quadratic forms of type
1 2X `Q f s a t f t dt , f g C 0, 1 . .  .  .  .H c
0
w xLEMMA 2.3 9 . Suppose n , i s 1, 2, 3, are positi¨ e continuous functionsi
 .on 0, 1 , let
d t s min t , 1 y t , 0 - t - 1, .  .
be the distance to the boundary, and let
1r4 1r41r2 y1 2c s n min n n , n d . .  .2 1 2 3
Moreo¨er, let
d d
y1H s yn n2 1 /dt dt
2 .  . .be the elliptic operator defined on L 0, 1 , n t dt with Dirichlet boundary2
conditions. Suppose the following conditions hold:
 .i There exist k G 1 and m , e g R, i s 1, 2, 3, such thati i
m mi i 1y1k d t F n t F kd t , 0 - t F .  .  .i 2
e ei i 1y1 k d t F n t F kd t , F t - 1 .  .  .i 2
for i s 1, 2, 3.
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 . yk 1  .ii There exist k , k ) 0 such that c F k n q 1 .1 2 2 3
 .iii We ha¨e n F H q 1 in the sense of quadratic forms.3
Then there exists M ) 0 such that
5 yH t 5 ym r4 5 5 2e f F Mt f , f g L 0, 1 , n t dt .  . .` 2 2
for all 0 - t - 1, where m s 1 q 4rk .1
Proof of Lemma 2.2. The result is trivially true for N s 2 since H isb
independent of b in this case.
 .Now assume N s 3. Then, for all b g 0, pr2 and f g
2 .  . .L 0, 1 , a t dt ,b
t ty1H f t F u t a t f t dt q u t a t f t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .H Hb b b b b
1r2 0
1
q a t u t f t dt .  .  .H b b
1r2
1r2 1r2
t t2F u t a t dt q u t a t dt .  .  .  .H Hb b b b 1r2 0
1r2
1 2
5 5q u t a t dt f .  .H 2b b 51r2
1r2
t 2 5 5F t ln t dt y t ln t q c f .H 2 51r2
5 5F c f .2
Thus
5 y1 5 5 5 2H f F c f , f g L 0, 1 , a t dt . .  . .` 2b b
 w x.So the theory of ultracontractive semigroups see 8, Theorem 2.4.1
implies that
5 yHb t 5 2 ` y1e F ct , 0 - t - 1. 2.8 .L 0 , 1. , a  t . dt .ª Lb
For the case N G 4 we will apply Lemma 2.3 with n s n s a and1 2 b
y1 y2  .  .n s c d , where c is determined as follows. Let a : 0, 1 ª 0, ` be a3 2 2
C`-function such that
1r21 y t , 3r4 F t - 1 .
a t s .
3yN .r2 t , 0 - t F 1r4.
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Let
d day1 2yN Ny2V t s ya t t t , 0 - t - 1 .  .  /dt dt
so that
1¡ y21 y t , 3r4 F t - 1 .
4~V t G . 2N y 3
y2t , 0 - t F 1r4.¢ /2
 wThus, by the Allegretto-Piepenbrink theory see, for example, 9, Proposi-
x.tion 7 , there exists c G 1 such that2
d 2 F c H q 1 2.9 . .2 b
 .in the sense of quadratic forms. Lemma 2.3 iii is therefore satisfied.
 .  .By 2.3 , hypothesis i of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied with m s m s N y 2,1 2
1r2  .e s e s 0, m s e s y2. Noting that c s a , 2.3 also shows hypoth-1 2 3 3 b
 .  .esis ii is satisfied with k s 4r N y 2 . Thus we may conclude1
5 yHb t 5 y Ny1.r4 5 5 2e f F ct f , f g L 0, 1 , a t dt .  . .` 2 b
 .for all t g 0, 1 .
 . <LEMMA 2.4. There exists c G 1 such that if b , b g 0, pr2 and b y1 2 1
<b F 1, then2
5 5 < <c y c F c b y b . 2.10 .`b b 1 21 2
Proof. Assume b - b and let f and g be positive multiples of c1 2 b1
5 5 2 5 5 2and c , respectively, such that f s g s 1. LetL 0, 1., a dt . L 0, 1., a dt .b b b2 1 2
the higher eigenfunctions of H be denoted by g , g , . . . and normalizedb 2 32
by
5 5g s 1, i s 2, 3, . . . .2i
Let
`
f s s g q s g s s g q g . 2.11 .Ä1 i i 1
is2
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 .We have, by 2.6 , Lemma 2.2, and the estimate in the proof of Lemma
 .2.1 ii ,
y1 y1 y1 y1 :  :  :H f , f y l s H f , f y H f , fb b bb b b b2 2 12 1 2 1
1 y1 y1s H f t y H f t f t a t dt .  .  .  .H  .  .b b b2 1 2
0
1 y1q H f t f t a t y a t dt .  .  .  .H  .b b b1 2 1
0
5 y1 y1 5 ` ` 5 lb yHb 5 5 51 1F c H y H e e f fL ª L ` 1b b2 1
5 5 5 5 < <q c f f b y b` 1 1 2
< < lb 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < <1F c b y b e f f q c f f b y b2 1 ` 11 2 1 2
< < 5 5 2F c b y b f 21 2
< <F c b y b .1 2
From the calculation above and minimax we have
y1  y1 : y1 < <l F H f , f F l q c b y b .b b b 2 12 2 1
Hence
< < < <l y l F cl l b y bb b b b 1 21 2 1 2
< <F c b y b , 2.12 .1 2
2 since l s b E tends to a constant depending only on N as b ª 0 seeb b
w x.11 .
Next we have for all k g N,
s y 1 g q g s lk y lk Hyk f q lk Hyk y Hyk f . Ä  .  .1 b b b b b b1 2 1 2 1 2
k ykq l H s y 1 g q g , . Äb b 12 2
and thus
g y lk Hyk g s lk y lk Hyk f q lk Hyk y Hyk f . 2.13 .Ä Ä  .  .b b b b b b b b2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
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 .  .  .By 2.12 , Lemma 2.1 ii , Lemma 2.2, and 2.13 we have
< < 2 5 k yk 5 2c b y b G g y l H gÄ Ä `1 2 b b2 2
y1 5 k yk 5 2G c g y l H gÄ Ä 2b b2 2
2`
y1 k ykG c 1 y l E s g  .b n n n2
ns2 2
`
y1 2G c s n
ns2
y1 5 5 2s c g . 2.14 .Ä 2
w xBy Lemma 2.2 and 8, Theorem 2.4.1 there exists c G 1 such that
5 y2
N
5 2 `H F cL 0 , 1. , a  t . dt .ª Lb b
 .  .  .  .  .for all b g 0, pr2 . Therefore, by 2.6 , 2.7 , 2.12 ] 2.14 , we have
5 5 < 2
N 2 N < lb 5 yHb y2
N
51 1g F l y l e e H fÄ ` `b b b1 2 1
2 N 5 y2
N y2 N 5 ` ` lb 5 yHb 51 1q l H y H e e fL ª L `b b b2 1 2
k 5 y2
N
5 2 ` 5 5q l H gÄL ª L 2b b2 2
< <F c b y b . 2.15 .1 2
5 5  .  .Since f s 1, 2.11 and 2.15 imply that2
5 5 < <f y g F c b y b ,` 1 2
 .which implies 2.10 .
COROLLARY 2.
 .  .i There exists c G 1 such that if b , b g 0, pr2 , then1 2
1< <c t y c t F c b y b 1 y t , F t - 1. 2.16 .  .  .  .b b 1 2 21 2
 .ii There exists c G 1 such that
1y1c t G c 1 y t , F t - 1 2.17 .  .  .b 2
 .for all b g 0, pr2 .
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 .Proof. From 2.2 we have
t1 y1
c t s l a t a s c s ds dt . 2.18 .  .  .  .  .H Hb b b b b
t 0
 .  .  .Inequality 2.16 now follows from Lemma 2.4, 2.12 , and 2.18 .
 .To prove 2.17 we note that
ty1Xc t s l a t a t c t dt F ct . .  .  .  .Hb b b b b
0
Thus if e ) 0 is sufficiently small, then
1c t G , 0 - t F e . .b 2
1Hence for F t - 1 we have2
ty1Xc t s l a t a t c t dt .  .  .  .Hb b b b b
0
e
y1 Ny2G c t dtH
0
s cy1
 .  .which implies 2.17 since c 1 s 0.b
 .Remark. We note that a modification of the proof of 2.12 will give
< < 2l y g F cb , 0 - b - pr2 2.19 .b
for some c G 1, where g is the ground state eigenvalue of the elliptic
operator
d dc
2yN Ny2Hc s yt t /dt dt
2 . Ny2 .defined in L 0, 1 , t dt with boundary conditions
c X 0 s c 1 s 0 .  .
 Ny1.i.e., g is the ground state eigenvalue of the unit ball in R .
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 .LEMMA 2.5. Let R ) 0 and b g 0, pr4 . Then there exist c , c G 13 4
such that
R sin u
y1 y1u sin 1r2 52 2w xR q d y 2 Rd cos u
R sin b
y1 y1yb sin 1r2 52 2R q d y 2 Rd cos b
F c Ry1d b y u 2.20 .  .4
for all 0 F u F b and 0 - d - cy1R.3
Proof. By replacing drR with d , one sees that it suffices to prove
 .2.20 for R s 1. Let
sin u
y1a u s sin , u g 0, b . .  .1r2 52w x1 q d y 2d cos u
 .Then a u can be rewritten as
cos u y d
y1a u s cot . .  5sin u
Therefore
1 y d cos u
Xa u s . 21 q d y 2d cos u
and
d d 2 y 1 sin u .
Ya u s . 2.21 .  .221 q d y 2d cos u .
w xFor some z , h g 0, u we have
X Xa u ua u y a u .  .  .
s 2 /u u
X Y X Y1y2 2s u u a 0 q a h u y a 0 u q a z u .  .  .  . 42
Y 1 Ys a h y a z . .  .2
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 .Hence, by 2.21 , there exist c , c G 1 such that3 4
X
a u . y1F c d , u g 0, b , d g 0, c . .  .4 3 /u
The lemma now follows from the Mean Value Theorem.
We next consider two cones with the same axis of symmetry and whose
cross-sections are shown in Fig. 1. The cone on the left of Fig. 1 will be
 .  .denoted by K i and the one on the right by K i q 1 . We shall use the
notation
R s A y B ¦j j j
¥ym s slope of the segment P A , j s i , i q 1.j j j§S s spherical part of ­ K j .j
It can be checked that for any z g S ,iq1
u s u z .i i
R sin uiq1 iq1y1s sin .1r22 52R q A y A y 2 A y A R cos u .  .iq1 iq1 i iq1 i iq1 iq1
2.22 .
FIGURE 1
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 .Let h be the positive rotationally symmetric function defined on K j ,j
j s i, i q 1, by
 .a b j< <z y Aj
h z s f u , z g K j , 2.23 .  .  . .j b jj /Rj
where
22 y N q N y 2 q 4E .’ b j
a b s . 2.24 . .j 2
 .Observe that h is harmonic by our choice of a b . Also note thatj j
h F f on K , h s f on S , and that h s 0 on ­ K _ S .j b j j b j j j jj j
 .Since we are interested in a lower bound for f x, 0 when x is large, we
must study the asymptotic behavior of various quantities as R ª `, andj
m , b , u x0. We shall use the ``big O'' notation in the following sense: forj j j
 .two expressions F and G involving H , R , m , n, etc., G s O F meansi i i
that there exists c G 1 depending only on the dimension N such that
 .G F cF provided that for some integer n x, r , n G n .o o
LEMMA 2.6. Let h , h be the rotationally symmetric harmonic functionsi iq1
 .defined by 2.23 . Then there exists c G 1 such that whene¨er b F pr4i
 .a b iR y A q Aiq1 iq1 i
h z G 1 y c b y b h z .  .  . .i i iq1 iq1 /Ri
for all z g S .iq1
 .  .Proof. First note that 2.2 and 2.3 imply that there exists c G 1 such
that
Xc t F ct , t g 0, 1 , b g 0, pr2 . 2.25 .  .  .  .b
Applying Lemma 2.6 with b s b , u s u , d s A y A , R s Riq1 iq1 iq1 i iq1
 .and using 2.22 , we get
b u u u bi i iq1 i i y1y s y F c A y A R b y u . .  .4 iq1 i iq1 iq1 iq1u b b u biq1 i iq1 iq1 iq1
Since u rb F 1,iq1 i
u u A y A b y u .  .i iq1 iq1 i iq1 iq1s q O , z g S .iq1 /b b Ri iq1 iq1
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 .  .  .Hence, by 2.25 , 2.10 , and 2.16 , we have
u u A y A b y u .  .i iq1 iq1 i iq1 iq1
f u s c s c q O .b i b bi i i /  / /b b Ri iq1 iq1
u A y A b y u .  .iq1 iq1 i iq1 iq1s c q Ob i  /  /b Riq1 iq1
u uiq1 iq1s c q O b y b 1 y .b i iq1iq1 /  / /b biq1 iq1
A y A b y u .  .iq1 i iq1 iq1q O  /Riq1
 .for all z g S . Therefore, by 2.17 ,iq1
A y A b .iq1 i iq1y1
f u f u s 1 q O b y b q O . .  .  .b i b iq1 i iq1i iq1  /Riq1
2.26 .
 . .  .We next estimate the term O A y A b rR in 2.26 . Usingi iq1 iq1 iq1
the equations
sin b s H Ry1 .j j j
y1 2R s H m 1 q m’j j j j
A y A s H my1 y H my1 q ny1 , j s i , i q 1 2.27 .iq1 i iq1 iq1 i i
H s H y m ny1iq1 i i
we have
b A y A m H H H 1 .iq1 iq1 i iq1 iq1 iq1 iy1s sin y q
2  /R R m m n’H 1 q miq1 iq1 iq1 iiq1 iq1
m miq1 iq1y1s sin
2 2 /’ ’H y m rn 1 q m 1 q m .i i iq1 iq1
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H H 1 mi i i
= y q 1 y /m m n miq1 i iq1
1 m m mi iq1 iq1y1s y 1 sin / 2 2 /m m ’ ’1 q m 1 q miq1 iq1 iq1 iq1
1
2s m y m O m .  .i iq1 iq12miq1
s O m y m .i iq1
s O b y b . .i iq1
Thus
y1
f u f u s 1 q O b y b . .  .  .b i b iq1 i iq1i iq1
Finally, since m - m , for all z g S , we haveiq1 i iq1
< <z y A G A y B s R y A q A .i i iq1 iq1 iq1 i
Thus, if z g S , then for some c G 1iq1
 .a b i< <z y Ai
h z s f u .  .i b ii /Ri
 .a b iR y A q Aiq1 iq1 i y1G f u f u f u .  .  .b i b iq1 b iq1i iq1 iq1 /Ri
 .a b iR y A q Aiq1 iq1 iG 1 y c b y b h z .  .i iq1 iq1 /Ri
which implies the lemma.
LEMMA 2.7. We ha¨e
R y A q Aiq1 iq1 i
Ri
1 H 1i2’s 1 y 1 q m q O b y b q O b y b . .  .i i iq1 i iq1 / /nR R ni i
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 .Proof. The lemma follows from the following calculations using 2.27 :
R y A q Aiq1 iq1 i
1 m 1 m 1 Hi i i2’s H y 1 q m y y H y qi iq1 i /  /m n n n m miq1 iq1 i
1 1 1 m mi i 2’s H y q y 1 y 1 q mi iq1 / /m m n m mi iq1 iq1 iq1
Hi 2’q 1 q miq1miq1
1 1 1 1
2 4s R y m 1 q m y m q ??? q m y mi i iq1 iq1 iq1 i /n m 2 8iq1
1 1 1 1
2 2’ ’q H y q H 1 q m y 1 q mi i iq1 i /  /m m m mi iq1 iq1 i
1
2’s R y m 1 q mi iq1 iq1nmiq1
1 1
2 4q m y m m y m q ??? .i iq1 iq1 iq1 /2 8
1 1
3 3q H m y m y m y m q ??? .  .i iq1 i iq1 i2 8
1 1
2 2 2’ ’ ’s R y 1 q m q 1 q m y 1 q m /i i i iq1n n
1
q O m y m .i iq1 /n
q O H m y m . . .i i iq1
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
w .  .In this section r : 0, ` ª 0, ` will be a continuous function satisfying
 .  .  .A1 and A2 , and D will be the horn-shaped region defined by 1.1 . Wer
shall let x ) 1 and n be a large positive integer. Referring to Fig. 2, we
 . w xconstruct a finite sequence of cones K i , i s 1, . . . , nx , inside D withr
X y1 .m s yr 1 q in . The symbols c and c , i s 1, 2, 3, . . . , will denotei i
 .constants G 1 which depend only on N and r. We shall let F H , R , mi i i
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FIGURE 2
represent a function of H , R , m which may change at each occurrence.i i i
 .Note that for each function F there exists a constant C s C x, r such
 .that F H , R , m F C since the quantities involved depend only on thei i i
w xfunction r restricted to the interval 1, x .
LEMMA 3.1.
 .i If N s 2, then there exists c G 1 such that for all x G 1,
 .a bw x inx R y A q Aiq1 iq1 i
lim ln  /Rnª` iis1
2X
x xp dt 1 r t .
G y q dtH H2 r t 3 r t .  .1 1
4 8X X
x x1 r t r t .  .
y dt q O dt y c. 3.1a .H H 5 /24 r t r t .  .1 1
 .ii If N G 3, then there exists c G 1 such that for all x G 1,
 .a bw x inx R y A q Aiq1 iq1 i
lim ln  /Rnª` iis1
X
x xdt N r t .’G y g q y 1 dtH H /r t 2 r t .  .1 1
2X
x r t .
q O dt y c. 3.1b .H /r t .1
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Proof. For N s 2 we have
’p g
a b s s 3.2a .  .i 2b bi i
 .  .  .and for N G 3, 2.19 , 2.24 , 2.28 imply that for all sufficiently small b ,i
21 1 N y 2 .
a b s 2 y N q 2 E 1 q . ’i b i  /2 2 4Eb i
41 N y 2 .
y q ???2 5 /8 16Eb i
N
y1r2s E q 1 y q O E .’ b bi i /2
’g N
2s 1 q O b q 1 y q O b’  . .i i /b 2i
’g N
s q O b q 1 y . 3.2b .  .i  /b 2i
For all N G 2 the leading term is estimated as follows: by Lemma 2.8 we
have, for all large n,
w xnx 1 R y A q Aiq1 iq1 i’g ln  /b Ri iis1
y1w xnx H 1iy1 2’ ’s g sin ln 1 y 1 q m i /R nRi iis1
H 1iqO b y b q O b y b .  .i iq1 i iq1 /R ni
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2 4w xnx R 1 H 17 Hi i i’s g 1 y y q ???  /  /H 6 R 360 Ri i iis1
2¡ ’1 q m H 1i i~= y q O b y b q O b y b .  .i iq1 i iq1 /¢ nR R ni i
2
2’1 q m1 H 1i iq q O b y b q O b y b .  .i iq1 i iq1 /2 nR R ni i
2’1 q m1 Hi iy q O b y b .i iq1 /3 nR Ri i
3 ¦1 ¥q O b y b q ??? 3.3 .  .i iq1 §n
2w xnx ’1 q mi’G g y q O b y b . i iq1 nHiis1
1
q O F H , R , m b y b .  . .i i i i iq1n
2’H 1 q m1 1i iq q O F H , R , m y c . .i i i2 2 5 /6 nR ni
w x 2 4 2 4nx y1 1 m 1 m 1 m 1 mi i i i’G g y q q y  nH 2 nH 8 nH 6 nH 12 nHi i i i iis1
1
qO b y b q O F H , R , m b y b .  .  . .i iq1 i i i i iq1n
1 m8iq O F H , R , m q O y c . .i i i2 5 /nHn i
w x 2 4nx 1 m 1 mi i’s g y y q q O b y b . i iq1 nH 3nH 24 nHi i iis1
1 1
qO F H , R , m b y b q O F H , R , m .  .  .i i i i iq1 i i i2 /  /n n
m8iqO y c.5 /nHi
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We next note that
w x 2 4nx 1 m 1 mi i’lim g y y q  5nH 3nH 24 nHnª` i i iis1
2 4X X’ ’x x xdt g r t g r t .  .’s y g y dt q dt , 3.4 .H H H
r t 3 r t 24 r t .  .  .1 1 1
w xnx
lim O b y b s O 1 , 3.5 .  .  . i iq1
nª` is1
w xnx 1 1
lim O F H , R , m b y b q O F H , R , m s 0, .  .  . i i i i iq1 i i i2 5 /  /n nnª` is1
3.6 .
8X8w xnx xm r t .i
lim s dt. 3.7 . HnH r tnª`  .1iis1
For N G 3 we estimate the remaining terms as
w xnx ¡ N~ 1 y q O b . i¢ 2is1
2 ¦’1 q m H 1i i ¥=ln 1 y q O b y b q O b y b .  .i iq1 i iq1 / §nR R ni i
w xnx N
s 1 y q O b . i2is1
ym H 1i i
= q O b y b q O b y b .  .i iq1 i iq1 /nH R ni i
1 ym H 1i i
= 1 q q O b y b q O b y b .  .i iq1 i iq1  /2 nH R ni i
21 ym H 1i iq q O b y b q O b y b q ??? .  .i iq1 i iq1 5 /3 nH R ni i
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w x 2nx N m mi is y 1 q O q O b y b . i iq1 /  /2 nH nHi iis1
1 1
qO F H , R , m q O F H , R , m b y b .  .  .i i i i i i i iq12  / / 5nn
3.8 .
and hence
w xnx ¡ N~lim 1 y q O b . i /¢ 2nª` is1
2 ¦’1 q m H 1i i ¥=ln 1 y q O b y b q O b y b .  .i iq1 i iq1 / §nR R ni i
2X X
x xN r t r t .  .
G y 1 dt q O dt y c 3.9 .H H /  /2 r t r t .  .1 1
 .  .for some c G 1. The lemma now follows from 3.3 through 3.9 .
LEMMA 3.2. There exists c G 1 such that5
w xnx
lim ln 1 y c b y b G yc . 3.10 .  . i iq1 5
nª` is1
 .Proof. By 3.5 we have
w x w xnx nx
ln 1 y c b y b s y O b y b .  . i iq1 i iq1
is1 is1
G yc5
for all sufficiently large n.
We may now finish the proof of Theorem 1. It should be noticed that
this construction of overlapping cones allows us to obtain a lower bound
without repeated recourse to the Harnack principle and thus prevents
powers of the constant becoming unbounded.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Choose c G 1 so thatÄ
f z G cy1 h z , ;z g K 1 . .  .  .Ä 1
 .Note that c does not depend on x. Since S ; K 1 we obviously haveÄ 2
f z G cy1 h z , ;z g S .  .Ä 1 2
and so Lemma 2.7 implies that
 .a b1R y A q A2 2 1y1f z G c 1 y c b y b h z , ;z g S . .  .  . .Ä 1 2 2 2 /R1
3.11 .
 .  .Now because f is superharmonic and that 3.11 holds on ­ K 2 , we have
 .a b1R y A q A2 2 1y1f z G c 1 y c b y b h z , ;z g K 2 . .  .  .  . .Ä 1 2 2 /R1
 .Moreover, since S ; K 2 we may apply Lemma 2.7 to give3
 .a b i2 R y A q Aiq1 iq1 iy1f z G c h z 1 y c b y b , .  .  . .Ä 3 i iq1 /Ris1 i
;z g S .3
A simple induction argument shows that
 .a bw x inx R y A q Aiq1 iq1 iy1f x , 0 G c h x , 0 1yc b y b . .  .  . .Ä w n x x i iq1 /Ris1 i
 .By our construction of cones and the normalization f 0 s 1,b
lim h x , 0 s lim f 0 s 1. .  .w n x x b w n x xnª` nª`
Thus,
 .a bw x inx R y A q Aiq1 iq1 iy1f x , 0 G c lim 1 y c b y b .  . .Ä  i iq1 /Rnª` is1 i
 .a bw x inx R y A q Aiq1 iq1 iy1s c exp lim lnÄ   /  Rnª` iis1
w xnx
q ln 1 y c b y b . 3.12 .  . i iq1 5/is1
Theorem 1 now follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
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Finally, we remark that the proof is essentially unchanged for a cusp.
Lemmas 2.1 through 2.6 deal only with the operator H or two adjacentb
cones and thus do not need any modification. As we examine the asymp-
totic expansions in Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, note that R may tend to zero as
x ª 0. However, since we are fixing x ) 0 and letting n ª `, the esti-
 .mates are still valid as we now interpret G s O F as G F cF provided
 .n G n x, n . The necessary modifications in Lemma 3.1 are straightfor-o
w xward: take x ) 0 and divide the interval x, 1r2 into n segments and
construct a sequence of cones as before.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We prove Theorem 3 by constructing a piecewise quadratic function.
Lemmas 4.1]4.3 record information on the pieces and their integrals.
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 provide the crucial example of a piecewise quadratic
 X 4 .function such that H f rf is infinite. However, the function will not be
defined on the entire half line. The modification to the case at hand is
< X . <done in the main proof. Note that because f t decreases to zero, it
suffices to prove the result for r s 4 only.
 4  4Notation. For any two sequences of real numbers ¨ and j strictlyn n
decreasing to zero, define
d ¨ s ¨ y ¨ . n ny1 n
j 2 ¨ y j 2 ¨nq1 ny1 n n
Y sn d ¨ . n 4.1 .
2d ¨ . n
w s .n j q jn nq1
 4  4LEMMA 4.1. Let ¨ and j be strictly decreasing to zero. Then nG 0 n nG 0
polynomial
j 2 y j 2n nq1 2p t s t y j t q ¨ q d ¨ .  . nn n n /4d ¨ . n
satisfies
pX 0 s yj , pX w s yj , p 0 s ¨ , and p w s ¨ . .  .  .  .n n n n nq1 n ny1 n n n
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With t ' 1 q n w , n G 0, we ha¨e thatn js1 j
`
f : 1, 1 q w ª 0, ` . n /
1
`
f t s p t y t 1 t .  .  . n n t - t F t 4n nq1
ns0
< X <is differentiable, strictly decreasing, and f is strictly decreasing.
Here, 1 is the indicator function, or characteristic function, of theA
set A.
 4Proof. The statements concerning the p can be verified directly. f isn
 .  .continuous since p w s ¨ s p 0 ; it is differentiable at each tny1 ny1 ny1 n n
by design, hence differentiable everywhere. The other conclusions are
valid since they are true on each piece.
  .4  4  4Remark. p t is determined by ¨ and j alone, and the proper-n n n
 4  4ties of f depend solely on the condition that ¨ and j be strictlyn n
 4decreasing. Note that the domain of f depends only on the choice of ¨n
 4and j as well.n
Elementary calculations give the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 4.2. Let a, b, c g R such that q ' b2 y 4ac ) 0. Then
4b q 2cx .
dx q Const.H 2a q bx q cx
’2 b q 2cx y q3 3r2s b q 2cx q 2 q b q 2cx q q log . .  .
3 ’b q 2cx q q
LEMMA 4.3. If Y ) 0,n
4X
w p t 2 .n n 3 3dt s j y j q 2Y j y j . .H n nq1 n n nq1p t 3 .0 n
j j q j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n3r2q Y log .n
j j y j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n
LEMMA 4.4. Set j s ny 1r 4 , ¨ s 1, ¨ - 1, and ¨ sn 0 1 n
n  .  .¨  log j r log j q 1 , n G 2. Then Y ) 0 for n sufficiently large, and1 js2 n
the corresponding series w is con¨ergent.n
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Proof. Let p ) 0 and define
px log x q 1
g x s . .  /x q 1 log x
 .We wish to show g x ) 1 for large enough x. First observe
lim g x s 1. .
xª`
Now,
ppy1p x 1 1 x
Xg x s 1 q y . . 2 2 /  / /x q 1 log x x q 1x q 1 n log n .  .
Some rearranging shows
12Xg x - 0 m log x q log x - x q 1 , .  .  .
p
 .which is certainly true for large enough x depending on p . Observe that
 .g n ) 1 implies
log n q 1 log n
y ) 0.p pnn q 1 .
Note
d ¨ 1 . n s ,
¨ log nn
 .so using the fact ¨ s d ¨ q ¨ , we haveny1 n n
log n q 1 log n
Y s y . 4.2 .n ’ ’n q 1 n
By the above argument with p s 1r2, we have that Y ) 0 for n suffi-n
ciently large.
Applying the above argument with p s 2 shows that for n large enough,
log n q 1 log n 1 q 1rlog n 1
y ) 0 m y ) 02 2 2 2n nn q 1 n q 1 .  .
2¨ q d ¨ n q 1 . nnm )  /¨ nn
2n
m ¨ - ¨ .n ny1 /n q 1
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By iterating we see
c
¨ -n 2n
for some constant c. Hence ¨ as defined in the statement of the lemman
is a convergent series. Write ``; '' for ``convergesrdiverges with.'' From
  ..the definition of w see 4.1 , we haven
w ; n1r4d ¨ - nd ¨ ; ¨ - `. .  .   n nn n
and so w is convergent.n
 4  4LEMMA 4.5. Let ¨ and j be defined as in Lemma 4.4. Thenn n
4X
` f t .1q w1 n dt s `.H f t .1
Proof. One may verify that
2 1
3 3 y11r4j y j s q O n . .n nq1 7r43 2n
log n
y7r42Y j y j s q O n . .  .n n nq1 7r4n
Hence, to show that the integral diverges, we shall find
j j q j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n3r2Y logn
j j y j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n
1r41r41r41 y n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y .  .’  . . n n3r2s Y logn 1r41r41r41 q n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y .  .’  . . n n
log log n q 1 y log log n .
s O . 4.3 .3r4 /n
Step 1.
1r41r41r41 y n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y .  .’  . . n n
) 1.1r41r41r41 q n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y .  .’  . . n n
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This statement is equivalent to
1r4 1r41r4 1r4n y n q 1 - y n y n q 1 . .  . .  .
 1r4  .1r4.  1r4  .1r4.But n y n q 1 - 0 - y n y n q 1 . Hence we can re-
 .  .move the absolute value in 4.3 . Recall that Y is given by 4.2 .n
Step 2. lim n1r2 Y s 1.nª` n
This is straightforward,
1r21r2n 1 y nr n q 1 . .
1r2lim n Y s lim y limn  /n q 1 1rlog nnª` nª` nª`
21r21 n q 1 n log n .
s 1 q lim 2 /2 nnª` n q 1 .
s 1,
by an application of l'Hopital's rule.Ã
1r4 1r4  ..   . .Step 3. lim 2nr log n q 1 1 y n y n q 1 Y y’nª` n
  ..1r4 .n n q 1 Y s 1.n
1r4  .1r4Let a s n y n q 1 . We first simplify a bit:n
1r41 y a Y y n n q 1 Y .’  .n n n
log n q 1 log n1r4s 1 y a Y y n n q 1 y .’  .n n ’ ’n q 1 n
1r2 1r41r2 3r4n n q 1 y n n q 1 .  .
s ’n n q 1 .
3r4 1r41r4 3r4n n q 1 y n n q 1 .  .
q log n y a Y’n n’n n q 1 .
1r4 1r4 ’ ’n q 1 y n n q 1 y n .
s q log n y a Y .’n n1r4 1r41r4n q 1 n n q 1 .  .
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Now,
1r4 1r4n q 1 y n 1 1 .
; ;1r4 1r43r4 4nn q 1 4n n q 1 .  .
’ ’n q 1 y n 1 1
; ; ,1r4 1r41r4 2n’n n q 1 2 n n n q 1 .  . .
since for 0 - p - 1,
p1yp plim n n q 1 y n s p. 4.4 .  . .
nª`
Hence,
1r4 1r42n n q 1 y n 1 .
; ª 01r4log n q 1 2 log n q 1 .n q 1 .
’ ’2n n q 1 y n
log n ª 1.1r41r4log n q 1 n n q 1 .
From Step 2,
2n 1 1 2n
a Y ; ª 0,’n n 3r4 1r4log n q 1 log n q 14n n
whence the statement of Step 3.
1r4 1r4 .   . .  Step 4. lim 2nrlog n 1 q n y n q 1 Y y n n q’nª` n
..1r4 .1 Y s 1.n
As in the last step,
1r41 q a Y y n n q 1 Y .’  .n n n
1r4 1r4 ’ ’n q 1 y n n q 1 y n .
s q log n q a Y .’n n1r4 1r41r4n q 1 n n q 1 .  .
The same argument in Step 3 works here as well.
Step 5.
1r41r41r41 y n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y log n .  .’  . . n n
lim s 1.1r41r41r4 log n q 1nª` 1 q n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y .  .’  . . n n
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This is evident from Steps 3 and 4.
Step 6.
1r41r41r41 y n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y .  .’  . . n n3r2lim Y logn 1r41r41r4nª`  /1 q n y n q 1 Y y n n q 1 Y .  .’  . . n n
n3r4
= s 1.
log log n q 1 y log log n .
From Steps 2 and 5, we have that the limit in question is equal to
1 log n q 1 n3r4
lim log ,3r4  /log n log log n q 1 y log log nnnª`  .
which is clearly 1.
After all this, we may conclude that
4X` `w p t log log n q 1 y log log n .  .n n
dt ; . H 3r4p t n .0 nns1 ns3
This sum on the right is apparently infinite:
` log log x q 1 y log log x .
dxH 3r4x3
` log log x q 1 y log log x .
G dxH x3
`
s log u q 1 y log u du . .H
log 3
`
s log u q u log u q 1 y log u y 1 . . . log 3
s `.
To finally construct our example, we make use of the implication of
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5: we can get to infinity in a finite amount of time.
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 4Proof of Theorem 3. Fix j as in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. By Lemma 4.1,n
 4it suffices to choose ¨ , strictly decreasing to zero such thatn
`¡
w s ` n
ns0~
4X` w p t .n n
dt s `. H¢ p t .0 nns1
 .  . 1r4  . y3r4From 4.1 and 4.4 we conclude w ; n d ¨ ; n ¨ . Thus,n n n
 4our strategy is to insert terms into the sequence ¨ of Lemmas 4.4 andn
4.5 to make ny3r4 ¨ s `.n
n  . .Let ¨ s 1, ¨ s 15r16, and ¨ s ¨  log j rlog j q 1 , for 2 F n0 1 n 1 js2
F N , where N is chosen so that1 1
N1 j j q j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n3r2 1Y log ) 2 . n
j j y j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n nns1
  ..y1r4 u y4 v u vFor N q 1 F n F N , let ¨ s j q n y N , where j s ¨ ?1 2 n 1 1 1 N1
.is the greatest integer function and N is chosen so that2
N2
y3r4 1n ¨ ) 2 . n
nsN q11
 .Observe ¨ - ¨ . For N q 1 F n F N , let ¨ s 15r16 ¨ =N q1 N 2 3 n N1 1 2n  . log jrlog j q 1 , where N is chosen so thatjs2 3
N3 j j q j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n3r2 2Y log ) 2 . n
j j y j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n nnsN q12
 4We continue in this manner, obtaining a sequence N such thatl l G1
y4¡j s ¨2 ky1 N2 ky1
y1r4¨ s j q n y N , N q 1 F n F N .n 2 ky1 2 ky1 2 ky1 2 k~
N2k
y3r4 kn ¨ ) 2 n¢N q12ky1
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N¡ 15 log j
¨ s ¨ , N q 1 F n F Nn N 2 k 2 kq12 k16 log j q 1js2~
N2kq1 j j q j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n3r2 kY log ) 2 . n¢ j j y j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n nN q12k
 4Clearly the resulting sequence ¨ is strictly decreasing to zero and then
series w is divergent sincen
N` 2k
y3r4 y3r4n ¨ G n ¨  n n






4 4X X`` wf t p t .  .n n
dt s dtH Hf t p t .  .1 0 nns1
N` 2kq1 j j q j y j Y y Y .’n nq1 n nq1 n n3r2G Y log  n





Proof of Corollary 1. By a change of variable,
r rX X
`n t n 1rt dt .  .1r2
dt s .H H 2n t n 1rt t .  .0 2
 .  .Set f t s n 1rt for 0 - t - 1, and observe
f satisfies A1 and A2 m n satisfies B1 and B2 . .  .  .  .
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Now,
rX1 n 1rt .rXf t s , . 2 ry2 2t t
so,
r rX X2 ry2
`n t t f t .  .1r2
dt s dtH H
n t f t .  .0 2
rX
` f t .
G dt.H f t .2
The theorem implies the existence of a differentiable function f satisfying
 .  .  .A1 , A2 , and 1.2 , so it follows that there exists a differentiable function
 .  .  .n satisfying B1 , B2 , and 1.5 .
Remark. It appears that by stopping the derivative more often, i.e.,
taking j s ny1r m for higher m, one could use this construction to obtainn
 < X < r .functions for which H f rf dt s `, r ) 4.
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